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People first PPP & Impact
Investing news & events
Do you follow @4IPgroup on twitter
and LinkedIn.com
We invite leading organizations, including
our former employers, leading industry
players, think tanks, academia,
journalists, new and potential clients to
engage with us!
Be sure to follow-us to stay at the
forefront of people-first PPPs and impact
investing news and thought leadership.
Co-founding managing partner Christian
Kingombe is also on Twitter and Linkedin!
Be sure to follow him respectively on
@christiankingo1 and Christian Kingombe
for his take on industry and research
updates, until we have fully developed
our media and social media strategy, as
part of the 4IP Group’s communication
strategy.

Research
See our forthcoming Handbook Chapter
entitled “How to Support African PPPs:
The Role of the Enabling Environment” to
be published by Emerald Group
Publishing later in 2017.

Today marks the completion of the 4IP Group’s first quarter
since our incorporation at the Commercial Register of Canton
Geneva in Switzerland. It is our intention with this our second
newsletter to share with you the most prominent achievements
and activities of the Managing Partners. In this second edition
we showcase our participation in People-First PPP & Impact
Investing events in respectively Hong Kong; Geneva and Vienna.
We continuously seek to upgrade our knowledge base and
skills. This was recently done through the completion of two
impact investing courses. We also share with you the
commencement of our first UN financed short-term project as
well as looking ahead towards a number of future projects.
Moreover, we announce a number of forthcoming events
where the Managing Partners have been invited to speak.
Finally, we release a few announcements regarding potential
opportunities to work and collaborate with us in a number of
different of areas.
Some of these sections of the newsletter have been or will be
further elaborated in ensuing blogs. We hope that you will
again enjoy reading our newsletter, and we would be pleased if
you contact us with your comments and suggestions.
Please follow-us both on social media (see opposite column) or
accept our invitation to join our bi-monthly newsletter as we
embark on this most important personal and professional
entrepreneurial venture. Help us make the 4IP Group a
successful innovative advisory firm that advance sustainable
development solutions here in Switzerland and Italy as well as
in the Emerging Markets. To express willingness and interest in
partnering and collaborating with us, contact us at
info@4ipgroup.org
Best regards,
Christian (in Geneva) & Thibaut (in Milano)
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4IP Group participations in People-First & Impact Investing events
May 9-11, 2017, Thibaut Mourgues, 4IP Co-Founding Partner, was invited to
deliver a presentation (see here) at the International PPP Forum on peoplefirst PPPs for the SDGs organized by the UNECE International PPP Centre of
Excellence in Hong Kong. The objective of the Forum was to contribute to
implementing the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
through effective, people-first Public-Private Partnerships.
Read more about the Thibaut’s participation and presentation here>

May 18, 2017, Christian Kingombe, 4IP Co-Founding Partner, took part in The
2nd Annual Global Impact Investment Conference focusing on Trends &
Considerations for Asset Allocators, Family Offices & Institutional Investors
and organized by the non-profit Association ESAFON (The European and Swiss
Network of Asset and Fund Managers, Family Offices and Strategic Advisers)
in Geneva.

Industry Events – Where in
the World is the 4IP Group?
Since the inaugural week of its
establishment the Senior Advisors of
4IP Group has spoken and participated
in a variety of People-First PPP and
Impact Investing events.
The 4IP Group has enjoyed meeting
with you and other industry leaders at
these events: UNECE International PPP
Forum in Hong Kong (9-11 May 2017);
the ESAFON Global Impact Investment
Conference in Geneva (18 May 2017);
IIX Impact Chat Business for Inclusion
in Singapore (8 June 2017) and UNIDO
Impact Investment Awareness Event in
Vienna (15 June 2017).

Read more about Christian’s observations and views on the presentations here>

June 15, 2017, Thibaut Mourgues and Christian Kingombe were invited by
UNIDO in Vienna to carry out a 1 hour awareness workshop looking at: The
growing impact investing movement, its relevance and potential in working
towards achieving the SDGs as well as the link between People-First PPPs and
Impact Investing in emerging market within a wider SDG perspective and
context. The room was full to the breaking point by UNIDO officials from
several departments. See photos from UNIDO Awareness event here:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/137938132@N08/sets/72157682737225893/
For any follow-up questions or to access the presentation please write to
info@4ipgroup.org

4IP Group enhancing our knowledgebase and expertise
On June 8th, 2017, Christian Kingombe graduated from the IIX Impact
Institute’s semester-long Executive Program “Fundamentals of Impact
Investing: A View from the Field” based on weekly webinars from February to
June 2017 conducted in a lecture and discussion style which heavily relied on
the required readings for the week, including Rodin, J. and Bradenburg, M.
(2014). The Power of Impact Investing. Philadelphia: Wharton Digital Press,
mirroring both academic rigour and field-based case studies. The final
immersion week in Singapore included a hands-on group project, which also
allowed networking with Impact Investing professionals from around the
world (see Photo 2 below).
Read more about the IIX Institute’s Empowering Stakeholders to Participate in the
Impact Investing Space here>
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The 4IP Group is regularly participating
in industry events. We invite you to
connect with us if you are planning to
be there too! Visit the events resource
page of the 4IP Group website for an
up-dated list of industry events.
Connect with 4IP Group at the events
below:
WTO 6th Global Review on Aid for
Trade (11 - 13 July 2017) at WTO,
Geneva, Switzerland
COMESA (August – December
2017), Lusaka, Zambia
SADC (August 2017), Gaborone,
Botswana
WTO Public Forum (26-28
September 2017), at WTO,
Geneva, Switzerland
Impact Hub Geneva (26
September 2017), Geneva
The Africa Impact Leaders Forum
(18-19 October 2017), London, UK
The Family Office Impact Investor
Forum (November 2017), Singapore

From May to June 2017, Thibaut Mourgues participated in a COURSERA course on Impact Investing provided by his
alma mater ESSEC business school: “Impact investing: la finance qui change le monde”. The course introduces to
the experience of social entrepreneurs and the various methodologies toward raising capital in favour of social
enterprises.
Read more about this course here>

4IP Group Partners 4IP Group a Knowledge Broker for Impact Investing and People-First PPPs
The 4IP Group is on the track to building a record as convener, facilitator and knowledge broker. Thibaut Mourgues
recently took the lead by submitting a proposal for the forthcoming WTO Public Forum, 26-28 September, on the
theme “Impact Investing, PPPs and trade- what best practice of public policy for Africa?” jointly with UNIDO,
CSEND, and Frilet Avocats in Paris.
At that same occasion the 4IP Group intends to carry out a company presentation at the Impact Hub Geneva. For
more details and information about both events, write to: tmourgues@4ipgroup.org

4IP Group on-going and forthcoming Projects
The 4IP Group Managing Partner, Christian Kingombe, was sub-contracted by CSEND (main Individual Contractor)
to work for The SIDS, Oceans and Climate Branch, of the Division for Sustainable Development at UN-DESA New
York, USA. The CSEND & 4IP Group is undertaking a study comparing the previous outcomes of the conferences in
the area of sustainable development to the 2030 Agenda for specific relevance. The contract is for 2 work-months
over the period 22 May – 31 July 2017. For details of the work assignment, write to: ckingombe@4ipgroup.org.
The 4IP Group Managing Partners were both invited to Vienna by the Director, Mr. Bernado Calzadilla-Sarmiento
UNIDO’s Trade, Investment and Innovation Department as part of UNIDO’s move from social entrepreneurship
towards impact investing through training and awareness raising primarily within the Investment Promotion
Agencies in Africa. The confidential discussions revolved around UNIDO’s expectation that the 4IP Group would
develop a curriculum consisting of 4-6 “impact investing” modules for a regional 2-day workshop for IPA officials
based in the EU-ACP region. Light survey and research is also expected to be part of the terms of reference. For
more details about this forthcoming work assignment, write to: tmourgues@4ipgroup.org
The 4IP Group Managing Partner, Thibaut Mourgues, has been liaising with the Government of Morocco
concerning a proposed roadmap for implementing an effective Impact Investing policy addressed to State Secretary
for Investment Othman El Ferdaous. Further developments will be communicated in due time.
From 1st of August 2017, 4IP Group Managing Partner, Christian Kingombe, will be starting a new project, as
Transport Infrastructure and Transport & Trade Facilitation Coordinator within the COMESA Secretariat in
Lusaka, Zambia, as part of the EU’s 11th EDF ESA-IO (Tripartite (COMESA, EAC and SADC)) Transport and Transit
Facilitation programme. During this time Christian Kingombe besides being based in the COMESA Headquarters will
be travelling extensively around the 21 Member States COMESA region as well as to Gaborone, Botswana, where
the project team-leader is based.
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4IP Group Announcements
The 4IP Group in connection with Managing Partner, Christian Kingombe’s, forthcoming COMESA-EAC-SADC (CES)
Tripartite Transport Infrastructure project in Eastern and Southern African within the COMESA Secretariat will be
initiating the process of identifying local partners interested in working with us to identify investment
opportunities in our core SDG productive sectors: Renewable Energy; Transport Infrastructure; and Food &
Agriculture.
For more information please contact us by writing to: ckingombe@4ipgroup.org
IIX CHAPTERS: 4IP Group becoming a local leader in the Global Impact Investing Movement in Zambia
Almost a decade ago, IIX (Impact Investment Exchange), a pioneer in the field, began its mission to bridge financial
profit and positive impact to empower women, protect the environment, and build resilient communities. IIX’s
vision is to push impact investing mainstream and engage the world in a social stock exchange that boosts the
global capacity to create sustainable impact. Earlier this year, 16 May 2017, Professor Durreen Shahnaz, Founder
and President of IIX, received the 2017 Business for Peace Award by the Oslo Business for Peace Foundation
consisting of a jury of five Nobel Laureates in recognition for IIX’s achievements and exemplary way of responsible
entrepreneurship and business leadership. It is therefore with great pride that The 4IP Group would like to
announce that 4IP has been invited to join the impact investing movement by creating an IIX Chapter primarily
within the COMESA Secretariat in Lusaka, Zambia and subsequently in collaboration with the COMESA Regional
Investment Promotion Agency (tbc) within the rest of the COMESA Region in Eastern and Southern Africa.
For more information about our forthcoming Impact Investing Connecting, Learning; Achieving and Innovation
Awareness activities in Zambia, please contact us by writing to: ckingombe@4ipgroup.org
The 4IP Group has recently been invited to co-author an Impact Investing Primer together with our former AfDB
colleague, Professor Elsa de Morais Sarmento. Potentially interested chapter contributors please contact us by
writing to: ckingombe@4ipgroup.org
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Photo 1 – UNECE International PPP Forum on people-first PPPs for the SDGs

Thibaut Mourgues (2nd from the left) at the UNECE Conference, Hong Kong, May 9, 2017.
Source: UNECE International PPP Forum (9 May 2017) - Part 1/5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y6KOnP59os
Photo 2 – Graduation Ceremony of 2017 IIX Impact Institute Spring Semester Executive Program “Fundamentals
of Impact Investing: A View from the Field”

2017 Business for Peace Award Honouree & IIX Founder Dr Durreen Shahnaz (left) and Christian Kingombe (right).
Thursday, June 8, 2017 The Great Room Offices, Singapore, 049145, Singapore.
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Photo 3 – UNIDO People-First and Impact Investing Awareness Seminar

Christian Kingombe (left) and Thibaut Mourgues (right) at the UNIDO Seminar, Vienna, June 15, 2017.

Learn More about the 4IP Group’s on-going Needs Assessment of the Impact Investing Market
In June, the 4IP Group launched our new Impact Investing industry initiative that will seek to support existing or
potential Impact Investors mainly in Switzerland, Italy and France seeking to deepen engagement with the impact
investing market focusing at the Emerging Markets. The initiative will develop guidance, tools and support to help
put our principles of the inclusion of social, environmental and economic value in decision making into practice.
This is done by asking around 15-20 questions (time duration of each interview max 20 minutes), which constitutes
the basis of our needs assessment covering the following key areas:
The interview is to be carried out by either telephone/skype or face-to-face interview (if potential investors are
based in Geneva or Milano area). The purpose of the interview carried out by one of the Managing Partners of the
4IP Group is to listen to you – Customer Persona – as a potential future customer in order to help us determine our
ideal customers in the segment of Impact Investing in Emerging Markets facilitating capital towards achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals in general and respectively renewable energy, transport infrastructure and food &
agriculture in particular. The interview will also cover your current/future needs and frustrations e.g. about ways
that you would wish the existing offerings serve your needs better.
The on-going initiative which kicked-off during the 2nd half of June will be completed by end of July, when 4IP
Group Managing Partner Christian Kingombe will head to Southern Africa in General and Zambia & Botswana in
particular to scout for Impact Investing deal opportunities. For more information or to get involved as a Customer
Persona, please contact us by writing to ckingombe@4ipgroup.org .
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Photo 4 – 4IP Group visiting the UNIDO Headquarters in Vienna, Austria

4IP Group Managing Partners: Christian Kingombe (left) and Thibaut Mourgues (right), 15 th of June 2017

You are receiving this e-mail as a friend of the 4IP Group.
Unsubscribe email account from mailing list by writing to info@4ipgroup.org
Subscribe to 4IP Group LLC News at www.4IPgroup.org
Follow-up on Twitter @the4IPgroup and LinkedIn 4IP Group
Our mailing address is:
4IP Group LLC (Independent Infrastructure Impact Investing Partners Group)
C/O Impact Hub Geneva
1 rue Fendt, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
Add us to your address book
tmourgues@4ipgroup.org and ckingombe@4ipgroup.org
Copyright © 2017 4IP Group All rights reserved.
Forward this email to a friend.
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